
I.  The Group 

1.  Not a class for teaching 

2.  Not a counseling group 

 3.  A self-discovery process 

II.  The Facilitator 

1.  Not a teacher 

2.  Not a counselor 

3.  A guide and participant =A Participant/Guide 

III. Good Facilitator Characteristics 
 Actively deals with own issues  
       Open about personal struggles in life  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       Willing to learn new skills  
       A commitment to integrate biblical faith into the reality of life  
       A good listener  
       Not afraid of silence  
       A boundary coach  
      Can accept others where they are while still being able to confront in a 
loving way 
      Has a plan to handle conflict = (sometimes it will happen) 

IV.  Handling Conflict 

 CHECK YOUR ATTITUDE: The facilitator should always check their 
own attitude before and during the group. We have heard it said: “I need to 
keep my side of the street clean and not worry about the other person’s 
side” 

 
 DEFINE THE PROBLEM: The problem that first arises is rarely the real 
issue. People are affected by past feelings, hidden agendas, and many 
other situations. Group members should try to discuss the actual root of 
the problem. 

 
 REPORT YOUR FEELINGS: The best way to get to the heart of any 
issue is to express feelings. Participants can more easily focus on feelings 
by using statements, such as, “I feel...when this happens...” rather than 
“You make me feel...” 

 
 STATE YOUR REQUEST: Requests should focus on a change in 
behavior and not on another person’s character. Requests should be as 
simple as possible, such as, “I would feel better if you came to the meeting 
on time.” rather than, “I wish you weren’t so late.” 

 
 NEGOTIATE AND AFFIRM: conflicts should be resolved in ways that 
benefit both parties and affirm everyone who makes an attempt at change. 
Requests should be made in such a way that there is always room for 
compromise. (Win / Win)  

V.  Group Agreements 

   TO BE REFERRED TO EACH WEEK BEFORE GROUP   

    BEGINS 

1.  Anonymity: We protect the identities of all group members.  
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2. Confidentiality: Nothing that is said in the group or done in this group 
is ever discussed with others without permission from the involved.  
                                 
 
3. Self-Focus: We are here to work on ourselves, not on others. 
 
4. Respect others: We do not advise, analyze, or try to “fix” others. 

5. No Advice Giving: We do not “preach” to others in the group but only 
share from our own 
                                      experience, strength, and hope we have received. 
 
6. Limit Sharing: We will be considerate of the need for others to share. 

7. Allow Feelings: We avoid “minimizing” hurts, by explaining them 
away, ignoring them or avoiding them. 
 
8. Regular Attendance: We agree to be here unless absolutely unable 
because of emergency or unavoidable circumstances. 

9. Listen: We will not “cross-talk” with another person when someone is 
sharing.  

10. Stay on the Subject: We avoid discussions that do not relate to the 
material we are currently covering. 

V.  Purpose of the Guidelines/Agreements 

1. Weekly reminder for each member each week of the guidelines. 

2. If someone violates a guideline facilitator can refer back to what was 
read before that meeting.  Each week each person re-ups with the 
guidelines. 
3. To create a Safe Place 

4. To keep the Group on track 

VI.  Facilitating the Group 

1.Limit Group Meeting to 90 minutes Maximum! 
A. People will stop coming 
B.Dismiss the group. If anyone needs to talk, they can stay 

afterward. 

2. Don’t read the material in the group - Each member should have 
read the material before arriving. Just refer back to key statements  
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3. Use good questions to engage the members of the group - Do 
    NOT TEACH! This is a group discussion not a lecture! Good  
    questions drive the group discussion 

      4. Ask Good Questions 

Three Questions to Ask: 
A.  What-This refers to the material 

What did the author say about…on page…etc. 
What did the author mean??? 
What struck you about…...? 
What stood out to you...? 
What grabbed you...? 
What did you answer in question #1 etc.? 

A.So what? This refers to you 
So what did that mean to you? 
So what does that make you feel? 
So what has been your experience with that? Etc. 
So how did you respond to that question? 

A.  Now what?—This refers to individual practical application 
Now what do you need to do? 
Now what do you need to change? 
Now what challenges will you face with this?  Etc. 

     5.  Use Follow-Up Questions 

     6.  Create questions of your own as you are working through the  
          material.                

Write them in the margin so you will see them when you come to 
them. 

Remember:  Each individual is to answer for Himself/Herself.  Not 
someone else or using the collective “We”.  Speak specifically and 
individually. 
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